Bio-Code Longevity Formulas

As we support your efforts pursuing perfect health, we are continually researching and developing products
and services of excellent quality. Bio-code Longevity Formulas are a result of our commitment to you.

It’s An Electro-Magnetic Universe
All life forms share a common ground in that they are immersed in the electro-magnetic field of the
earth. Each life form has its own electro-magnetic field, which when sufficiently distorted, will
ultimately result in disease of the organism. Symptoms, diseases, body chemistry patterns...they
each have their own electro-magnetic pattern, frequency, or as we like to call it, their Bio-Code.
Everything vibrates. This vibration may also be called a "frequency", much like a radio station that
has a particular frequency. If you tune to it, the electronics vibrate to that frequency and the
vibration is converted to sound by the speakers. This sound wave vibrates the surrounding air
which eventually reaches your ears and your eardrum begins to resonate at the same frequency.
The result is that you hear sound that may originate many thousands of miles away. You are
"connected" to the source.

The Bio-Code
We don't question this vibration principle when it comes to the radio or TV, but we don't apply the
same common sense to everyday living, especially as it relates to our health. We call this vibration
the "Bio-Code." We believe that there are combinations of herbs, flowers and homeopathic
remedies that generate Bio-Codes to offset just about anything that is wrong with our life. Think of
it as a "force field" of reciprocal electro-magnetic energy that supports our cells in their innate
quest for healing and complete immunity. When the proper Bio-Code (sometimes a combination of
Bio-Codes) is present in our lifestyle, amazing things happen.

Enter the Matrix
The deeper science looks into the subatomic level all it finds is electric charges. Those electric
charges make up an electric matrix (electro-magnetic pattern). An electro-magnetic matrix
determines the unique shape of each object. No two snowflakes are the same? It is because
every snowflake has a unique electro-magnetic matrix. It’s the same with everything in the
universe. Your body is a unique electro-magnetic matrix.
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Your Electro-Magnetic Body
All electro-magnetic activity begins at the cellular level. Each cell in your body has a voltage, just
as your car battery does. When healthy your voltage is high, when sick your voltage is low. If the
voltage in your cells is low, your entire body suffers. If you aren’t functioning properly at the
cellular level, there is no way your body can function properly. Low voltage reduces
communication among your cells. Your cells communicate with each other via bio- electric
transmission. When a particular area of your body is diseased, electric communication among
your cells in that area of your body is decreased or non-existent. What causes this lack of cellular
communication? Toxins are the culprit. Toxins that enter your body on a daily basis.

Bio-Code Nutrition
The universe is electro-magnetic. Your body is electro-magnetic. It follows that your food is also
electro-magnetic. All foods have a unique electro-magnetic matrix, just as you are a unique
electro-magnetic matrix. When our Creator designed the human body it was designed to
understand specific nutritional information; more precisely, specific electro-magnetic information.
How do you know what is electro-magnetically correct for your body? Natural, organic foods are
more likely to be correct for your body than are man-made foods and chemicals. It is also
electrically incorrect for your body if man has altered something designed by our Creator, such as
using chemical fertilizer and pesticides. Those chemicals (toxins) are absorbed into your food.
When you eat the food you take those toxins into your body. When you drink water that is
chemically treated you take toxins into your body. When you breathe air you take in toxins.
Twenty-four hours a day, every day of the year, you are poisoning your body with toxins. The only
way to remove your toxins is through correct electro-magnetic nutritional supplementation.

Nutritional Supplementation
You may be taking nutritional supplements and have been for some time. Nutritional supplements
are no different from your food, water, and air. They, too, can be electro-magnetically incorrect. If
they are not electro-magnetically correct, they may be toxic to your body. Yes, nutritional
supplements can be toxic to your body! If you are still searching for a cure, perhaps this is your
problem. Experience the difference that Bio-Code Formulas can make, experience vitality and
vigor you never thought possible!

Bio-Code Formulas
Each Bio-Code formula has been calculated and formulated by Dr. Gary A. Martin, the originator
of bio-code nutrition. Dr. Martin designed his formulas after discovering bio-code frequencies
through his work with the Biological Immunity Analysis (BIA). The BIA is a soil analysis that has
been adapted for human body chemistry. It is a combination of nutrition and physics. Other
formulators look at the human body as being biochemical so they approach nutrition through
chemistry. Dr. Martin knows your body is bio-electro-magnetic, so he approaches nutrition through
physics. No other formulator of nutritional products understands this process, much less how to
devise a bio-code supplement based on this process. That’s why Dr. Martin’s unique Bio-Code
formulas are the world’s most dynamic, powerful and effective nutritional supplements.
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